SMEG MILK FROTHER, THE PERFECT FOAM
You don’t need a professional barista to achieve the perfect foam: MFF01 is the new small
appliance for preparing hot and cold drinks to rival even the best coffee shop in an instant.

The new MFF01 Smeg milk frother, designed by Matteo Bazzicalupo and Raffaella Mangiarotti
(deepdesign), is a dream come true for anyone who likes a smooth start to the day. Enjoy a rich
latte macchiato, a tasty mocha, or on those hot summer days, a creamy iced frappé, in the
comfort of your own kitchen with the help of this sophisticated, stylish and easy-to-use
appliance.
The MFF01 is a milk frother unlike any other. Its unmistakable style makes it a cult accessory,
designed to take pride of place in the kitchen like a sought-after piece of furniture. The rounded
lines of the steel body, which is available in various different colours, are highlighted by the
shiny chrome finishes and the stainless-steel jug.
A genuine design piece which boasts the latest technology, it is equipped with 6 different
automatic programmes and a manual function for preparing drinks. Designed to guarantee
high performance, ease and comfort of use and safety. Although compact in size, it is
equipped with a capacious jug which can hold up to 600ml for heating and 250ml for frothing.
The MFF01 milk frother can be used to prepare drinks with or without foam. Simply change the
type of whisk: the notched accessory creates a dense, creamy foam while the smooth-edged
attachment prevents liquids from sticking to it. The safe, fast induction heating system is only
activated once the type of preparation has been selected and switches off automatically when the
programme is finished.
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The various different programmes available allow you to froth milk and choose whether you want
a light or dense foam, for a hot or cold result to satisfy the personal tastes of any guest. In
addition, when you select the chocolate function and use the typical recipe ingredients - milk and
pieces of chocolate - the uniform movement of the whisk and the optimal pre-set temperature
enables you to effortlessly create a thick, smooth, authentic hot chocolate. A manual function
is also available, for preparing tea, infusions and other soluble hot drinks, such as “orzo” or
barley coffee.
The new Smeg milk frother is a must-have for anyone who likes to breakfast in style,
accompanying a tasty slice of toast and orange juice with a cappuccino or a frothy latte
macchiato. It is available in pink, green or pastel blue colours, or in black, red, cream and white,
to match the aesthetics of any kitchen.
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